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Different light environments impact behavioural state

Will animals assess the environment 

based on spatial distribution of light?Spatially patterned light environment in nature

Mice visual pathway
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Spatial patterns of light under nature conditions

Nilsson and Smolka, J R Soc Interface, 2021

Environmental light field (ELF)

Spatially patterned light environment

Quantification

High riskLow risk



Open field test

A B

low-risk environment for 20min
(1 shelter+ switched novel objects)

high-risk environment for 20min
(1 shelter+ switched novel objects)

18 mice

group 1 (9 mice)

divided into 2 groups randomized

group 2 (9 mice)

1-week interval 1-week interval

low-risk environment for 20min
(1 shelter+2 novel objects)

high-risk environment for 20min
(1 shelter+2 novel objects)

1-week interval 1-week interval

Spatially patterned light in lab environment

high-risk low-risk

How dose the spatially patterned light impact mice behaviour? 
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Behavioural Analysis in OFT 

Open field test

The spatial distribution of light could impact mice exploratory behaviour. 

Travel speed Shelter time Centre time



Light preference test

Light Preference Box

A. Expt. chamber (Spatially patterned light) 

B. Control chamber (Uniform light)

Example of behaviour tracking
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Light preference test

Log effective photon flux/cm2/s

total M- S- Rod Mel.

Natural 

Daylight
16.14 15.65 14.69 15.62 15.57

Expt. 13.94 13.48 12.44 13.45 13.41

Control 13.94 13.49 12.43 13.46 13.42

The time mice spent in two chambers

(n=18, one sample t-test, p < 0.0001)

Expt1

Expt2

The spatial distribution of light could impact mice preference. 

Low-risk
High-risk

How to create more contrast above horizon?
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Light preference test

The spatial distribution of light in distinct elevation range might contribute 

differently to mice preference. 

Time fraction in Expt. chamber

How can we compare the preference in distinct elevation systematically? 
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Light preference test

Quantify the difference of light intensity in distinct elevation range.
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Light preference test

The difference in light intensity from -20° to 10° might play a dominant role in mice preference.

-20° to 10°

LSE=1.3754 LSE = 1.1261
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Light preference test

LSE = 1.2953

The difference in light intensity in a specific elevation range, not the average 

irradiance makes a main difference to mice preference.  

LSE = 1.1261
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Conclusion and future work

Conclusion: Mice could show different exploratory preferences when facing visual environments with various spatial 

patterns in light intensity across elevations. The difference in light intensity in a specific range might play a dominant 

role in mice preference.

Future work:

- Collect more data to study how light patterns in distinct elevation range change mice preference.

- Compare the behavioural difference in WT mice and melanopsin knockout mice under the same light environment.

- Study the effect of spatially patterned light on phase shifting in mice.

Potential manipulation: 

--Melanopsin knockout mice

--Opn4/cre+ lamplight mice, optogenetic silencing of ipRGC
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